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HAS BEEN DONATED TO OUR GIVEBACK PARTNERS.

Endangered Species Chocolate is committed to crafting real delicious chocolate while supporting
species, habitat and humanity. With our partners, practices and the impact of giving 10% of our
net profits to save wildlife, we are proud of our role in helping shape a brighter tomorrow.

       SPECIES
From 2010 - 2019 our 10% 
GiveBack brand promise grew 
by 2,244%.  Your purchases  
have helped add up to something 
big: impactful support to help 
wildlife thrive.

     HABITAT
With the donation of 10% of our 
annual net profits to organizations 
doing amazing work around the 
world, including GiveBack Partners 
The Dian Fossey Gorilla Fund 
International and The National  
Forest Foundation, our chocolate 
goes directly to a good cause.

       HUMANITY
We commit to Fairtrade in order to 
help support the farmers, workers 
and communities that supply 
Endangered Species Chocolate, 
using Fairtrade certified cocoa.

$2,170,000

$294,667 in Fairtrade Premiums paid in 2019 
to support farmers, their families and 
communities in Cote d’Ivoire.



GIVEBACK AND ALUMNI PARTNERS

The National Forest Foundation is the leading organization 
inspiring personal and meaningful connections to our 
national forests, the centerpiece of America’s public lands.
Working on behalf of the American public, the NFF leads 
forest conservation efforts and promotes responsible 
recreation. We believe these lands are an American 
treasure and are vital to the health of our communities.

457
projects

67,312
acres of wildlife  
habitat restored

A SPECIAL THANKS TO OUR ALUMNI PARTNERS
Our commitment to our partners extends beyond the designated term of our annual GiveBack partnerships, and into 

ongoing support. Endangered Species Chocolate continues to provide to organizations that have previously served 
as our GiveBack partners, through our Alumni Program. Just as all of our partners, past and present, continue to do 

important work, ESC continues  to provide valuable support to past partners.

5M
trees planted

$7.4M
invested, leveraging  

$13.1M

local 
partners177

330,000+
acres of gorilla  

habitat protected

The Dian Fossey Gorilla Fund International is dedicated 
to the conservation of gorillas and their habitats in Africa. 
Our successful, people-centered approach combines 
daily, boots-on-the ground protection of vulnerable gorilla 
populations with targeted human interventions aimed 
at training the next generation of conservationists and 
addressing basic needs of communities who share the 
gorillas’ forest home.

Wildlife Conservation 
Network provides the world’s 
leading independent wildlife 
conservationists with the 
tools and funding needed 
to save endangered animals 
around the world.

Rainforest Trust works closely 
with local communities and 
conservation organizations 
to purchase and protect 
threatened tropical forests to 
save endangered wildlife.

Chimp Haven acts to fill the pressing 
need for long-term chimpanzee 
care. Since its inception in 1995, 
Chimp Haven has cared for over 300 
chimpanzees and is currently home 
to more than 200 chimpanzees.

The Xerces Society works to make 
meaningful long-term conservation 
to bee habitats by applying 
research, engaging in advocacy, 
providing educational resources, 
and addressing policy implications.
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